
 

   
  
 
Tier 1 Information: 

 
1. Management Action 
 
N-23 Following  the example and spirit of successful “Blue Star” programs in Florida other developed areas of the 
world, create a voluntary marine industry education/certification program in the SEFCRI region, to increase 
professional and consumer user awareness, responsibility, and personal pride,  leading to voluntary reduction of 
typical user reef damage and negative impacts.   

-Major issue here: No protection exists for this section of the reef (unlike the Keys).  
-If the SEFCRI region were to have managed zones, this could be a part of that program and be funded by that 
program eventually.  
-With whatever new management plan comes through, this could be a part of that (especially if areas are 
zoned). Better buy-in expected with zoned areas. 
-Need to be holistic and have a financial incentive or reward: e.g., Blue Star (or whatever name) has to be 
promoted to hotels, tourism centers, hoteliers association, etc. They must be involved.  
-Start out by making this voluntary, get the operators educated, up the ante as years go by. Make it an FDEP 
program? 
-Cannot tackle or require all private users, and these are more problematic than commercial users. Private 
sector is not going to do this anyway. Include educational materials with fishing license, etc. 
-Laurie McLaughlin with FKNMS has offered to train people in the Blue Star standards.  
Lots of opportunity to partner with businesses. We as Floridians need to have a larger conservation-minded 
attitude, this program will foster that (9/16/15).  
NO: Tax break or no fee for operators to join.  
 

This revised RMA is a combination of the following original RMAs: 
 

• N-24: Implement diver education program (local ecology) to reduce direct physical impacts to reefs.  
• N-23: Create marine industry program (i.e. Blue Star) to show local shops and boats are approved and 

participate in local marine conservation and awareness. 
• N-62: Require commercial operators (diving, fishing, sightseeing, tours, etc.) to provide educational info to 

patrons to promote ethical stewardship of all marine ecosystems (including reefs and everglades). 
• S-51: Increase qualification of coral reef education for open water SCUBA certification to reduce diver impact 
• S-55: Improve coral reef conservation talks and information on dive boats before diving to reduce the impact of 

touching, standing, and kicking corals by the 3+ million dive days in south Florida. 
• S-63: Implement blue-star-like program for charter dive and fishing operators to allow "tourists" to make 

informed selections on environmentally responsible operators. 
 
2. Intended Result (Output/Outcome) 

What is the end product/result of this management action? 
• Via a carefully planned, executed, and respected "Blue Star"-like marine industry certification program 

encouraging reef conservation and protection, certified commercial reef users (including but not limited to 
diving/snorkeling, fishing, water sports, and boating operations) and their typical patrons would reduce their 
potential negative impacts to the reefs. Certified commercial operations could benefit from increased business 
and higher rates via free co-promotion with related agencies, parties and pro-enviro consumer preferences.  

• End Product: get local dive instructors and shops involved in educating divers that will dive on South Florida 
reefs to reduce their physical impacts to the reefs Result: less coral damage by scuba equipment, less damage by 
anchors, more knowledgeable divers to the health of the coral reefs 

• End Product: have a marine industry program in place for local business (dive shops, boats, watersports, fishing, 



 
etc…) to promote recycling, ocean conservation, and eco- friendly practices. Result: to have all water-related 
companies use this program and promote tourism and local to use these companies because they participate in 
this program. 

• Documents and training to commercial operators. To promote ethical stewardship for marine ecosystems. 
Identification for who is responsible to provide documents and trainings. Create awareness among operators 
and customers. Educational presentations, pre-fishing briefings, pre-diving briefings, glass bottom boat tour 
briefing, etc. as the educational information. 

• SCUBA divers, as they seek certification to dive in open water, gain additional coral reef education that will 
reduce diver impact. 

• RELATED TO S-63. Output: divers receive informational presentations prior to using the reef Outcome: minimize 
damage to the reef by inexperienced or unknowledgeable divers 

• Better resource conservation/protection via intelligent business use: By making it simple/easy for tourists and 
local consumers to identify certified operators (dive/snorkel, fishing, general boat charter, etc), business & 
money will flow to those operators which take vetted steps to ensure their operations, staff and business 
practices are as resource- friendly as possible, ultimately leading to more awareness/appreciation and less 
damage. 
 

3. Duration of Activity 
Is this a discrete action or a recurring activity? Explain. 
• Recurring - program would need to be created, developed, implemented, and managed for ongoing benefit.   
• For each diver, this is a discrete action each time they seek certification or their renewal of certification. For the 

SCUBA diving industry, this action is a recurring activity as new divers seek certification. 
• Recurring 
• Indefinitely on-going, as long as popular - at least until such time as the culture of conservation becomes 

commonplace. 
 

4. Justification 
What issue or problem will this management action address? Explain. 
• Less negative impacts from the professional and consumer reef-user community via increased education, 

responsibility and accountability, focusing on the professional commercial operations.  
• Companies that use the marine environment should do what it can to help protect it so we could reward the 

companies for caring about our Florida reef ecosystem. 
• Patrons of industries are not (generally?) provided an opportunity to learn about the coral reef ecosystem. 

Patrons/customers damaging the resource while engaging in that activity. Addresses a general lack of awareness 
of their impact and fragility of the resource. 

• SCUBA divers, at times, may have an adverse impact on coral reefs. Providing divers with education about their 
potential impact on the reefs before they are certified addresses this problem by attempting to reduce the 
impact. 

• Blue Star Program in the Keys is a great example of how this type of program can help increase knowledge of 
diving community. Divers may not understand that they are damaging the reefs and this program would raise 
awareness. 

• It is widely accepted that not all businesses in the same field are created equal, especially when natural resource 
exploitation is at the heart of the business. While some may run a "tighter ship" and conduct business efficiently 
(thereby staying in business), sometimes this includes cutting corners and/or sacrificing safety, resource health 
and integrity. Besides price, advertising and convenience, tourist and local consumers may not have a way to 
discern operators who do their best to conserve/protect the resource from those who don't do their best, or 
perhaps don't bother at all to properly understand the resource that is at the heart of their business model. A 
blue-star like program conducted by a vetted organization (FDEP or a nonprofit) may help highlight businesses 
that invest in continuing education and resource conservation/protection above all else. 
 

5. Potential Pros 
What are the potential advantages associated with this management action? 



 
• Program will promote consumer user awareness, less impact on reefs, create a community of knowledgeable 

users.  
• Better business practices, encourage responsibility of keeping our reefs clean and healthy, give an incentive to 

companies that participate. 
• Focus on direct users of the resources. Provides a positive ripple or domino effect to gaining education about 

the coral reef ecosystem. Creates a more educated workforce within the diving; fishing; etc. industry. 
• SCUBA diver impact on coral reefs can be reduced. 
• Minimize reef impact by divers, minimize fin kicks, gear drags and improve diver experience and appreciation of 

the resource especially during consumptive diving. 
• The resource is conserved/protected by better business practices including avoiding areas in recovery. Tourist 

and local consumers have a way to easily identify certified operators who have completed education, get 
certified, and take steps to ensure resource conservation via their business practices. Business and money flow 
to certified operators - those who don't may lose business to those who are certified (via voluntary market). 
Spur competition among operators to get educated/certified and remain such. 
 

6. Potential Cons 
What are the potential disadvantages associated with this management action? 
• The instructors or dive shops won’t want to promote, who will manage the program? Money involved to create 

materials for the program 
• Companies won’t want to participate, no great benefit to being in the program, hard to make the guideline to be 

in the program, money to create this program. 
• Cost to implement. Resistance to change. Lack of time to implement educational program. Lack of quality 

control of presented information. No oversight. To determine the most appropriate agency/group to implement 
the requirement. 

• General resistance to something new by industry participants and/or their patrons. Lack of adoption and 
implementation among key participants that can influence the others.  

• Resistance from established operators who see it as another barrier to business/profit. Increase costs incurred 
by operators, including revamping print advertising. Education/Certification is too difficult to obtain (cost, 
understanding, etc). Higher prices charged by certified operators may not be welcomed by consumers despite 
benefits to the resource. Opportunity for fraud - i.e. operators claim they are certified/compliant, but are not 
(first place or cont-ed). 
 

7. Location 
County/Counties: Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin, Other? 
• All SEFCRI Region (Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Martin) - could be state-wide 

 
Relevant Habitats: Coral reef, seagrass, watershed, etc.? 
• All habitats: coral reefs, seagrass beds, Everglades 
• All habitats where SCUBA divers dive. 
• Primarily coral reefs 
• Mainly coral reefs and off-shore fish habitats, but could include inland estuaries and habitat. 

 
Specific Location: City, site name, coordinates, etc.? 
•  

 
8. Extent 

Area, number, etc. 
• Get all dive shops in all the counties involved 
• One program for all South Florida counties to participate in 
• All commercial operators in diving, fishing, sightseeing, tour boat industry 
• Specifically, all areas where SCUBA divers dive. 



 
• Region-wide 
• N/A – unlimited 

 
9. Is this action spatial in nature? 

• no 
 
Do you believe this management action could be informed by the Our Florida Reefs Marine Planner Decision Support 
Tool? 

If yes, you will proceed to the next section on Marine Planner Information.  
•  

 
 
Marine Planer Information: 
 
N/A 
 
 
Tier 2 Information: 
 
WHY? 
1. Strategic Goals & Objectives to be Achieved 

Refer to the SEFCRI Coral Reef Management Goals and Objectives Reference Guide. 
• SEFCRI LAS FDOU Issue 3 Goal Obj 4: Increase the understanding and practice by recreational divers of non- 

destructive diving practices. FL Priorities Goal D2 Obj 3: Develop a centrally located volunteer-based marine-
debris reporting and removal program. 

• FL Priorities Goal D4 Obj 4: Expand the Florida Keys’ “Blue Star” recognition program for dive shops and 
operators to the rest of the Florida Reef Tract and Ecosystem. (Note: Include education component regarding 
exotic species and proper reporting methods.) 
 

2. Current Status 
Is this activity currently underway, or are there planned actions related to this recommendation in southeast 
Florida? If so, what are they, and what is their status. 
• Yes, the SEAFAN program, and it is active but needs more marketing for more outreach. I don’t think sports a 

“Blue Star” like certification program, but perhaps it could be expanded to include such which could be more 
quickly accepted by the regional marketplace considering the goodwill already generated by SEAFAN.  

• Yes, but don't know the status and if the Blue star program is successful 
 

3. Intended Benefits (Outcomes) 
What potential environmental benefits or positive impacts might this management action have? 
• Reduce direct physical impacts to reefs and give divers a way to help with reporting issues they see 
• Cleaner waters, cleaner reefs, helping with science, educating people about the reefs 
• Better educated reef resource users would be less likely to accidentally or intentionally cause damage  
• Distinct choices for consumers interested in patronizing certified commercial operators, leading to less 

damage/impacts.  
 

What potential social/economic benefits or positive impacts might this management action have? 
• Add it to your dive shop in classes could generate business for the shop because they are involved in making a 

healthier marine environment 
• Eco-friendly businesses, marketing these businesses 

 
What is the likely duration of these benefits - short term or long-lasting? Explain. 
• Long-lasting, healthy reefs=dive sites to dive on 

http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/SEFCRICoralReefManagementGoalsandObjectivesReferenceGuide.pdf


 
• Additional marketing angles for certified commercial operations, potential to charge higher rates for goods 

and/or services. Distinct choices for eco-minded consumers  
 

4. Indirect Costs (Outcomes) 
What potential negative environmental impacts might this action have?  
• None 
• Stores/boats/business won't want to participate because they don't get anything out of it. 

 
What potential negative social/economic impacts might this action have? 
• None 
• Commercial operators who choose not to become certified, or can’t become certified, or fail to meet 

qualifications may lose business to those that become timely certified. Could be a burden on old and new 
commercial operators.  
 

What is the likely duration of these negative impacts - short term or long-lasting? Explain.  
• Short term, assuming most commercial operators become certified in year 1 or 2, especially if the program is 

leading consumers to primarily patronize certified operators.  
 
5. Risk 

What is the threat of adverse environmental, social, or economic effects arising from not implementing this 
action? 
• If not implemented then commercial marine operators and their patrons may not t take voluntary action and be 

aware of their impacts. 
• Businesses are not being held accountable for the resource they use like the ocean, reef, etc... 

 
6. Relevant Supporting Data 

What existing science supports this recommendation? (Provide citations)  
• Best practices and results where similar “Blue Star” education/certification programs are in effect –To be further 

researched.  
 

7. Information Gaps 
What uncertainties or information gaps still exist?  
• Perhaps a feasibility study in the SEFCRI region involving a poll several commercial operators to gauge their 

interest and potential to adopt a program.  
• More research about similar programs in the USA and other developed parts of the world.  
• Legality of establishing and maintaining a Blue-Star-like program in SE Florida – does it interfere with any 

commerce laws or precedent?  
 
 
 
WHEN? 
8. Anticipated Timeframe for Implementation 

How long will this recommendation take to implement?  
• 1-2 years 

 
9. Linkage to Other Proposed Management Actions 

Is this activity linked to other proposed management recommendations? 
• Yes 

 
If so, which ones, and how are they linked? (e.g., is this activity a necessary step for other management actions to 
be completed?) 
• N-51: this program can also reach out to fishing communities N-2: if we develop a volunteer team they can run 



 
this diver education program 

• N-62 
 

Does this activity conflict with other existing or proposed management actions?  
•  

 
WHO? 
10. Lead Agency or Organization for Implementation 

What agency or organization currently has/would have authority? Refer to the Agencies and Actions Reference 
Guide. 
• FDEP CRCP/SEFCRI perhaps under existing SEAFAN program  
• SEFRCI Comment re: above: SEFCRI cannot do this. Either run by Sanctuary if part of SEFCRI region becomes one, 

or run by non-profit.  
• NOAA 

 
11. Other Agencies or Organizations 

Are there any other agencies or organizations that may also support implementation? Explain.  
• Our Florida Reefs, Palm Beach Reef Rescue, Cry of Water, REEF, Florida Reef Check, Friends of Our Florida Reefs, 

more TBD  
• National Marine Sanctuaries 

 
12. Key Stakeholders 

Identify those stakeholders most greatly impacted by this management action, including those from whom you 
might expect a high level of support or opposition. Explain. 
• All commercial marine operators that market goods and services to other businesses and consumers in the 

SEFCRI area, including but not limited to: diving/snorkeling fishing, boating, and watersport companies, coastal 
construction firms. (companies that operate in the Everglades?),  boating, fishing and diving associations 
(potential support and opposition), local politicians, chambers of commerce, etc.  Potential – beach concession 
operators – food/beverage, beach chairs/umbrellas, water toys, beach toys and accessories.  Like-minded 
nonprofit orgs working in the area. 
 
 

HOW? 
13. Feasibility 

Is there appropriate political will to support this? Explain. 
• There should be political will, especially if it can be demonstrated that such a program could increase business, 

consumer confidence, and mutual satisfaction. May be able to provide additional sales tax and jobs. 
 

What are the potential technical challenges to implementing this action? Has it been done elsewhere? 
• As it’s new and not turn-key, this program may experience typical technical and admin challenges associated 

with similar start-up programs implemented in other parts of FL, USA and world. 
 

14. Legislative Considerations 
Does the recommendation conflict with or actively support existing local, state, or federal laws or regulations? 
Explain. 
• Support local, state, and federal laws 

 
15. Permitting Requirements 

Will any permits be required to implement this action? Explain.  
• no 
• not sure if permits would be needed 

 

http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/AgenciesandActionsReferenceGuide.pdf
http://surveygizmolibrary.s3.amazonaws.com/library/18507/AgenciesandActionsReferenceGuide.pdf


 
16. Estimated Direct Costs 

Approximately how much will this action likely cost? (Consider one-time direct costs, annual costs, and staff time, 
including enforcement.) 
• $0 - $50,000 I think it could be more for year 1-2 start-up, more likely $50,000-100,000.   

 
Will costs associated with this activity be one-time or recurring? 
• Recurring, but significantly less in later years with opportunity to be self-sustaining, i.e. considerable operating 

costs are covered by fees charged to operators and/or consumers. May have the potential to be managed by a 
nonprofit that can fundraise for program maintenance costs.  

• One-time...expand the Blue Star program from the Keys to other counties. 
 

If recurring, approximately how long will staff time and annual costs be necessary to implement the management 
action? 

 
17. Enforcement 

Does this require enforcement effort?  
• SEFCRI comment: No law enforcement, but audit or review by lead agency. 
Provide an explanation if available. 
•  

 
18. Potential Funding Sources 

Identify potential funding organizations/grant opportunities, etc.  
• Larger non-profits, large scuba diving certification agencies (PADI, NAUI, SSI, etc...) 
• Non-profits via their fundraising efforts.  
• Sate and Federal grants/appropriations.  

 
19. Measurable Outcomes/Success Criteria/Milestones 

How will the success of this recommendation be measured? How will you know when the intended result is 
achieved? 
• When the SEAFAN program is being taught in dive centers to new and existing divers 
• SEFCRI comment: Adoption by company. This is a phased process. 
• When we have companies sign up for this program and practice eco-friendly businesses 
• Given appropriate time and significant adoption from operators and consumers, less user damage is registered. 

 
 

SEFCRI/TAC Targeted Questions: 
 
1. TAC - Is the recommendation likely to achieve the intended result? Explain. 

Tier 1 – #2 (Intended Result - Output/Outcome) 
•  

 
2. TAC - Is the recommendation sufficient to address the identified issue or problem? Explain. 

Tier 1 – #4 (Justification) 
•  

 
3. TAC - Is the recommendation technically achievable from a science or management perspective? Explain. 

Tier 2 – #8 (Anticipated Timeframe for Implementation) and Tier 2 - #13 (Feasibility) 
•  

 
4. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Has this been done (by SEFCRI, other agencies or organizations in the SEFCRI 

region)? Explain. 
Tier 2 – #2 (Current Status) 



 
• The Blue Star program in the Keys and PADI Green Star program but no they are not in our region of focus- NLO 

Reef Alliance- group 2. FDEP (CB): If the program were set up as an eco-tourism program then there are many 
examples of successful and unsuccessful programs, tactics, pro's and con's etc. See previous notes on eco-
tourism models and existing Blue Star 

• It is not a requirement for commercial operators to provide educational info to patrons; however, organizations 
like SEFCRI, FWC, REEF, etc will give handouts for these operators to use if they like-Group 2 

• Dive Instructors and Dive shops must follow guidelines for teaching divers and at least in PADI standards, there 
is education in PADI Materials about coral impacts, it might not be Florida specific, but they emphasis no 
touching, no taking, and leave only bubbles. 

• We know that SEFCRI offers coral reef presentations and there are other organizations/non-profits that present 
to dive shops, school, businesses, etc (REEF, Palm Beach Reef Rescue, Project Aware, etc...)- Group 2 

• not in our region, look into Reef Alliance Program for guidance-Group 2 
 

5. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Is this recommendation a research or monitoring project? 
(Recommendations should be turn-dirt management actions, not the step you take before a management action). 
Explain. 
• The action itself is not...but the task that would be asked of the divers could be research driven or monitoring 

NLO 
• It would be a monitoring project to make sure the companies continue to be "eco-friendly" and follow the 

guidelines that this program has in place. –NLO. FDEP (CB): Agree with NLO- it is essential that monitoring 
and/or evaluations need to be in place to measure the value of such a program. From research, it appears that 
this is where these sort of programs are weaker. 

• No research or monitoring needed- Group 2. FDEP (CB): Monitoring and follow up evaluations may be necessary 
to determine if the program is effective and reaching the objectives of the MA. 

• No research or monitoring needed-Group 2. FDEP (CB): Disagree. Monitoring and follow-up evaluations may be 
necessary to determine if the program and MA are reaching the proposed objectives. Also, to determine if 
information is being delivered properly to avoid yet another program that exists but not perceived to be working 
by the community. 
 

6. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - If either of the following applies to this management action, provide 
feedback on which information submitted by the Community Working Groups may be more appropriate, or if 
entries should be merged. Explain. 

a. There are different viewpoints for an individual management action (i.e. two working group members 
provided separate information, as indicated by a ‘//’ marking between them). 

b. Information submitted for this and other draft management actions is sufficiently similar that they might 
be considered the same. 

•  
 
7. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Non-agency Question: Is the recommendation technically achievable from 

your stakeholder perspective? If not, do you have suggestions that would allow this to become technically 
achievable from your stakeholder perspective? Explain. 
Tier 1 - #5 (Potential Pros), Tier 1 - #6 (Potential Cons), Tier 2 - #3 (Intended Benefits), Tier 2 - #4 (Indirect Costs) and 
Tier 2 - #12 (Key Stakeholders) 
• Yes it is...there are many divers that are willing to help the reefs/environment. But there are other divers who 

are very focused on hunting on the reefs or tourist divers don't understand importance of maintaining healthy 
reefs- NLO 

• We feel that an education program for consumptive users is more important- Group 2 
• We believe that some of the commercial dive charter community already provides educational info to 

patrons...however or question is it says "require"....who will manage or enforce this action? And where would 
funding for materials come from? Group 2 

• No, because you would have to ask PADI, NAUI, SSI, etc to change their training materials- Group 2 
• yes, the diving industry holds educational talks at their dive shops currently so we would support a new 



 
improved talk if there was one- Group 2 
 

8. SEFCRI Team, PPT & Other Advisors - Agency Question: Is the recommendation technically achievable from a 
management perspective? If not, do you have suggestions that would allow this to become technically achievable 
from your agency's management perspective? Explain.  
Tier 2 – #10 (Lead Agency or Organization for Implementation) and Tier 2 - #11 (Other Agencies or Organizations) 
• Yes...if we designate who will manage-NLO 

 
 

Comments from the Reviewers: 
 

• See tier 1, Question 2: FDEP (KB): Possibly you're thinking of a program similar to Blue Star in the Keys (in that 
case, refer to management actions N-23 and S-63)? It would be helpful if you can elaborate on what the end 
products will be. FDEP (CB): RMA is similar to or should be considered with MA’s: N-62, N-23, S-63, S-55 and S-
51. For similar South MA’s consider if this MA should cover the entire region or only particular counties. This 
RMA could be grouped as an objective under another RMA, like N-23, that encompasses many objectives 
including this one. 

• -See Tier 1, Question 3: The person managing it would really need to act as marketing person as well to get it to 
dive shops and dive instructors...maybe have this person speak at PADI member forums which are held once a 
year in Ft Lauderdale- NLO 

•  See Tier 1, Question 5: FDEP (CB): For additional supporting evidence, consider eco-tourism models 
(International Handbook on Ecotourism, Ballantyne & Packer 2013) (Ecotourism and economic incentives-an 
empirical approach, Wunder 2000). Eco-tourism is “nature-based tourism” which may include fishing, diving, 
coastal use etc. Eco-tourism has been growing from 20-30% each year and is considered the fastest growing 
sector of the tourism industry. Experiences with educational components are correlated with increased 
economic growth for businesses in comparison to those lacking educational components. In that the customer is 
more likely to remember and connect with that company, activity and experience thus leading to higher 
retention and recommendations to third parties. Eco-tourism must be monitored and done appropriately 
otherwise there may be potential negative impacts to the conservation of the resource and local economy. An 
Eco-tourism model showing economic growth may be enough incentive to promote local businesses to adopt 
this sort of program. Direct correlations were found between dive shops educating divers, the length and 
content of the materials to the amount of subsequent coral damage and interactions that occurred on those 
dives. These results support the implementation of an education program for direct benefits to coral reefs 
(Recreational diving impacts and the use of pre- dive briefings as a management strategy on Florida coral reefs, 
Krieger and Chadwick 2012). 

• See Tier 1, Question 6: FDEP (CB): Incentives could be given to businesses (Current range of incentives offered to 
businesses by green certification programs and quality-ratings systems, Abigail Rome 2005) including: Claims 
made or messages offered to convince businesses that becoming certified will be to their benefit. Marketing 
support to help the business increase its market share, find new customers, improve its image. Technical or 
financial assistance to help the business implement measures to satisfy certification criteria, become certified, 
and/or reduce costs. Preferred status for use of resources and/or by specific markets with purchasing policies 
and criteria. Factors arising outside of the industry which provide advantage to certified businesses o Assurance 
of and recognition for environmental and/or social responsibility 

• See tier 2, Question 2: We suggest that a program should be for consumptive users- Group 2 
• FDEP (KB): As it is currently set up, SEAFAN is meant to act as a resource for reef users who may come across 

unusual marine incidents versus a program to encourage ethical dive practices to reduce reef impacts. Currently 
participation in this program requires no training, but I could envision the addition of an educational component 
(maybe not specifically about how to reduce physical impacts, but that might be a secondary effect of teaching 
user groups about the types of marine incidents they might see, what that means for the reefs, and why it is 
important to report. There is a Project Aware Coral Reef Conservation PADI Certification Course: 
http://www.padi.com/scuba-diving/padi-courses/course-catalog/aware-%E2%80%93- coral-reef-conservation-
course/. SEFCRI FDOU Project 38 was intended to increase environmental awareness and education of the 



 
SCUBA diving community in southeast Florida. As part of this project members of the dive industry were 
surveyed about their perceptions on the importance of communicating coral reef information to their patrons 
and their willingness to participate in such a program. There has been no opportunity to follow-up on this 
initiative and see if those materials are still in place, how they worked, need for replacement materials, etc. 

• Three items were produced and distributed to local dive shops in 2011: 
o Dive Briefing - for use by Divemaster – one side contains the top nine guidelines; other side contains an 

explanation of each guideline (printed on 8.5x11” laminated plastic). �HYPERLINK 
"http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/reports/FDOU/FDOU_38_Handheld_Bri%20efing.p
df"��http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/reports/FDOU/FDOU_38_Handheld_Bri 
efing.pdf� 

o Table-top Display - for clients to read indoors – contains an explanation for each of the top nine 
guidelines in English and Spanish (printed on 8.5x11” laminated plastic). �HYPERLINK 
"http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/reports/FDOU/FDOU_38_TableTop_Dis%20play.pd
f"��http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/reports/FDOU/FDOU_38_TableTop_Dis 
play.pdf� 

o Wall-mounted Placard - for clients to read on dive boats – contains an explanation for each of the top 
nine guidelines. Placard is affixed with non-permanent adhesive to attach to dive boat wall (printed on 
14x16” Rhino - tamper resistant and UV protected plastic). 
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/coastal/programs/coral/reports/FDOU/FDOU_38_Wallmount_Pl acard.pdf 

• FDEP (CB): Look to the Blue Star Operator program for a local example (�HYPERLINK 
"http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/bluestar/welcome.html"��http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/bluestar/welcome.html�). 
There are 18 participating dive shops throughout the entire FL Keys. With a quick search on the PADI website, 
there are 35 dive shops in Key Largo alone. The program is voluntary with no regulatory component, however, 
each operator much meet certain criteria to become certified which includes an annual evaluation as outlined 
on the website. “Blue Star recognized operators will be featured on the Blue Star web site, promoted via various 
marketing and outreach avenues - including print, television and radio - and receive regular communication 
from the Sanctuary, including the latest research and event news.” Many criteria of Blue Star (including the 
noted educational materials to divers and in SCUBA certifications etc.) align with N-23, N-62, N-12, S-51 and S-
55. Thus, a program similar to Blue Star may encompass many of the RMA. Blue Star focuses on diving in the 
FKNMS- will there have to be a similar area or designated zone for a program to work in the southeast Region? If 
so, consider place- based MA that may have to occur first (ex: N-144, N-147, S-123, S-16, N-146, S-20, S-22 etc.). 

• See Tier 2, Question 3: FDEP (CB): Direct correlations were found between dive shops educating divers, the 
length and content of the materials to the amount of subsequent coral damage and interactions that occurred 
on those dives. These results support the implementation of an education program for direct benefits to coral 
reefs (Recreational diving impacts and the use of pre- dive briefings as a management strategy on Florida coral 
reefs, Krieger and Chadwick 2012). 

• See Tier 2, Question 4: FDEP (CB): If set up like an eco-tourism model, there is some evidence that it may 
increase environmental issues HOWEVER I think this primarily was an issue for more rural areas that did not 
have tourism before so it would likely not apply to our region but still worth researching. 

• See Tier 2, Question 7: Who will manage this action, uncertain? a Paid position or volunteer? -NLO 
FDEP (CB): Agreed with NLO, there will have to be a group to organize such an effort. Almost like a liaison 
position. Also, there appears to be a lack of quantitative correlations between education and resource abuse 
etc. This is one of the few that I could find: "Recreational diving impacts and the use of pre-dive briefings as a 
management strategy on Florida coral reefs, Krieger and Chadwick 2012"... As it currently stands education 
seems to be "nice" rather than necessary for reef preservation- additional quantitative studies may change that. 
S-51 can be combined- Group 2. FDEP (KB): N-62, N-24, S-51, S-55 all seem similar; there is also some connection 
to Blue Star recommendations (N-23 and S-63). FDEP (CB): Agree with KB; see comments in Tier 1. 

• See Tier 2, Question 17: I agree, we cannot make a dive shop or instructor use a program- NLO. FDEP (CB): 
Agree, you cannot force a program such as this. You have to SELL (convince) them to want to adopt such a 
program- which means you need people that specialize in doing that (marketers, designers, etc) working with 
scientist. 

• See N-23, Tier 1, Question 2: Need to have a great incentives/rewards for companies to adhere to the practice in 
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this program- NLO. FDEP (KB): It would be helpful to provide some more specifics on what this program would 
entail, how it would be coordinated, etc. You can find some information about the Blue Star program in FKNMS 
here: http://floridakeys.noaa.gov/onthewater/framework.pdf. That might be a good place to start. FDEP (CB): 
RMA is similar to or should be considered with MA’s: N-62, N-24, S-63, S-55 and S-51. For similar South MA’s 
consider if this MA should cover the entire region or only particular counties. 

• See N-23, Tier 2, Question 2: FDEP (CB): As suggested by the SEFCRI Team, look to the Blue Star Operator 
program for a local example      (�HYPERLINK 
"http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/bluestar/welcome.html"��http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/bluestar/welcome.html�). 
There are 18 participating dive shops throughout the entire FL Keys. With a quick search on the PADI website, 
there are 35 dive shops in Key Largo alone. The program is voluntary with no regulatory component, however, 
each operator much meet certain criteria to become certified which includes an annual evaluation as outlined 
on the website. “Blue Star recognized operators will be featured on the Blue Star web site, promoted via various 
marketing and outreach avenues - including print, television and radio - and receive regular communication 
from the Sanctuary, including the latest research and event news.” Many criteria of Blue Star (including the 
noted educational materials to divers and in SCUBA certifications etc.) align with N-24, N-62, N-12, S-51 and S-
55. Thus, a program similar to Blue Star may encompass many of the RMA. Blue Star focuses on diving in the 
FKNMS- will there have to be a similar area or designated zone for a program to work in the southeast Region? If 
so, consider place- based MA that may have to occur first (ex: N-144, N-147, S-123, S-16, N-146, S-20, S-22 etc.). 

• See N-23, Tier 2, Question 3: Need to have a great incentives/rewards for companies to adhere to the practice in 
this program- NLO. FDEP (CB): Information and resources will need to be easily available to the business and 
their staff. Incentives could be given to businesses (Current range of incentives offered to businesses by green 
certification programs and quality-ratings systems, Abigail Rome 2005) including: Claims made or messages 
offered to convince businesses that becoming certified will be to their benefit. Marketing support to help the 
business increase its market share, find new customers, improve its image. Technical or financial assistance to 
help the business implement measures to satisfy certification criteria, become certified, and/or reduce costs. 
Preferred status for use of resources and/or by specific markets with purchasing policies and criteria. Factors 
arising outside of the industry which provide advantage to certified businesses. Assurance of and recognition for 
environmental and/or social responsibility. This program could be associated with S-75. Direct correlations were 
found between dive shops educating divers, the length and content of the materials to the amount of 
subsequent coral damage and interactions that occurred on those dives. These results support the 
implementation of an education program for direct benefits to coral reefs (Recreational diving impacts and the 
use of pre- dive briefings as a management strategy on Florida coral reefs, Krieger and Chadwick 2012). The 
above reference provides some suggestions about the success of the Blue Star program, however, the Blue Star 
program itself appears to have no scientific evaluation process in place to measure the success of the program. 

• See N-23, Tier 2, Question 4: Need to have a great incentives/rewards for companies to adhere to the practice in 
this program- NLO. FDEP (KB): Agree with NLO. If set up like Blue Star in the Keys where participation is 
completely voluntary and involves no regulatory component, it is important to consider measures that will make 
participation in such a program truly beneficial for businesses. You might want to think beyond the traditional 
'recognition on our website' type incentives. I'm not sure how much this translates into more business. FDEP 
(CB): At the end of the day, these organizations are businesses- they will need to know the economic value of 
conserving the local reefs and educating their customers for them to participate in this program. Because of 
that, this may need to be a tiered program starting with: Targeted business education about the value of 
conservation and education o Once educated on the topic, now promote the program. Follow up with the 
business to build a relationship. It may be considered to include businesses that are resource users but not dive 
shops (mentioned in N-62). Reference this (Current range of incentives offered to businesses by green 
certification programs and quality-ratings systems, Abigail Rome 2005) for examples and case studies of other 
types of businesses that have promoted similar programs. 

• See N-23, Tier 2, question 6: FDEP (CB): For additional supporting evidence, consider eco-tourism models 
(International Handbook on Ecotourism, Ballantyne & Packer 2013) (Ecotourism and economic incentives-an 
empirical approach, Wunder 2000). Eco-tourism is “nature-based tourism” which may include fishing, diving, 
coastal use etc. Eco-tourism has been growing from 20-30% each year and is considered the fastest growing 
sector of the tourism industry. Experiences with educational components are correlated with increased 



 
economic growth for businesses in comparison to those lacking educational components. In that the customer is 
more likely to remember and connect with that company, activity and experience thus leading to higher 
retention and recommendations to third parties. Eco-tourism must be monitored and done appropriately 
otherwise there may be potential negative impacts to the conservation of the resource and local economy. An 
Eco-tourism model showing economic growth may be enough incentive to promote local businesses to adopt 
this sort of program 

• See N-23, Tier 2, Question 9: S-63 would be combined to N-23, and if you look at S-60 they want promotion of 
SEFCRI Region reefs to hotels...this would be a great way to fulfill this action and the N-23 action because the 
hotels could promote tourist to use the companies that participate in a marine industry program (Bluestar), and 
that could be the incentive for operators to join the program because they make money from tourist. Group 2 
FDEP (KB): The Blue Star recommendations (N-23 and S-63) are similar; there is also some connection to N-62, 
N-24, S-51, S-55 (diver education). Agree with Group 2 that any Blue Star type program would benefit from 
clever marketing. FDEP (CB): Directly similar to S-63. Because of this, consideration should be given to the 
evolution of this MA as we move forward (will they be combined eventually, should it be a region wide program 
etc). This MA is similar to and should be considered with the objectives of other MA (N-62, N- 24, N, 12, S-55 and 
S-51). This MA could also manage S-75. 

• See N-62, Tier 1, Question 1: I just don't think document or hand outs are the way to go these days because 1) 
they are not eco-friendly and 2) everything is via mobile/internet/social media...so I would encourage operators 
to post through these channels to teach patrons- NLO. FDEP(CB): RMA is similar to or should be considered with 
MA’s: N-23, N-24, S-63, S-55 and S-51.  For similar South MA’s consider if this MA should cover the entire region 
or only particular counties. 

• See N-62, Tier 1, Question 4: I believe the they know the information is out there however they do not care to 
learn...or its not offered in languages other than English-NLO 

• See N-62, Tier 1, Question 5: FDEP (CB): Direct correlations were found between dive shops educating divers, 
the length and content of the materials to the amount of subsequent coral damage and interactions that 
occurred on those dives. These results support the implementation of an education program for direct benefits 
to coral reefs (Recreational diving impacts and the use of pre- dive briefings as a management strategy on 
Florida coral reefs, Krieger and Chadwick 2012). 

• See N-62, Tier 1, Question 6: FDEP (CB): At the end of the day, these organizations are businesses- they will need 
to know the economic value of conserving the local reefs and educating their customers for them to participate 
in this program. Because of that, this may need to be a tiered program starting with: Targeted business 
education about the value of conservation and education o Once educated on the topic, now promote the 
program. Follow up with the business to build a relationship. Information and resources will need to be easily 
available to the business and their staff. Incentives could be given to businesses (Current range of incentives 
offered to businesses by green certification programs and quality-ratings systems, Abigail Rome 2005) including: 
Claims made or messages offered to convince businesses that becoming certified will be to their benefit. 
Marketing support to help the business increase its market share, find new customers, improve its image. 
Technical or financial assistance to help the business implement measures to satisfy certification criteria, 
become certified, and/or reduce costs. Preferred status for use of resources and/or by specific markets with 
purchasing policies and criteria. Factors arising outside of the industry which provide advantage to certified 
businesses o Assurance of and recognition for environmental and/or social responsibility 

• See N-62, Tier 2, Question 1: Bigger issue is how to regulate private boaters....they need the education. The dive 
charter boats are smaller in numbers compared to the amount of private boaters- Group 2 

• See N-62, Tier 2, Question 2: Dive boats are already giving brief briefing about how divers should not impact the  
reef...if the talk is too long then people tune the dive boat out during a briefing. Also if you hand out materials, 
you get a 50/50 chance that the diver will read this material. -Group 2 

• See N-62, Tier 2, Question 4:  FDEP (CB) The above reference to Blue Star provides some suggestions about the 
success of the Blue Star program, however, the Blue Star program itself appears to have no scientific evaluation 
process in place to measure the success of the program. 

• See S-55, Tier 2, Question 1: This was the recommended action: Improve coral reef conservation talks and 
information on dive boats before diving to reduce the impact of touching, standing, and kicking corals by the 3+ 
million dive days in south Florida. We do not agree that there are 3+ million  dive days that impacts from just 



 
divers occurs- Group 2 

• See S-55, Tier 2, Question 5: We are only targeting commercial dive operators...what about private boaters with 
divers, they are the ones in our opinion that need more education- Group 2 
 

 
Questions from the Reviewers: 
 

Questions/Information Needs Highlighted by the Reviewers Addressed 
by CWG: 

Not Addressed by CWG 
Because: 

1. See tier 1, Question 2: FDEP (KB): What type of content would be 
included in this program? Presentations, dive briefings, some sort 
of certification? Something else? 
SEFCRI Comments: Model briefings and information for hoteliers, 
certifications/placards for operators. Fishing-specific briefing? 
Presentation covering all uses/impacts. Include info on sustainable 
practices for hunting aspects.  

☐ 
☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

2. See Tier 2, Question 7: Who will manage this action, uncertain?  
A paid position or volunteer? -NLO 
SEFCRI Comments: This should be an entity, not a single person. 
Would have to be a paid position. Depends on the outcome of 
OFR (if Sanctuary status, then Sanctuary would manage it). Private 
501c3 or NGO (TNC?) 

☐ 
☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

3. FDEP (KB): It would be helpful to provide some more specifics on 
what this program would entail, how it would be coordinated, etc.  
SEFCRI Comment: Model after existing FKNMS Blue Star 
regulations, refer to comments in T1/T2 feedback.  

 

☐ 
☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

4. SAS (Sept 2015) – upon SEFCRI-POV review, I noticed that 
there's already numerous notes/comments/considerations for 
this RMA, and basically, I'm just adding more and filling in 
some blanks. My feeling is that this particular RMA 
recommendation has potential to become a viable program 
in due time, however I think the RMA could benefit from a 
major re-drafting, taking into account all the notes and 
comments above. 

☐ 
☐ This does not apply. 
☐ Need help addressing it. 

 
 
Questions from the CWGs back to the Reviewers: 
 

•  
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